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Auxin-regulated transcription pivots on the interaction between the
AUXIN/INDOLE-3-ACETIC ACID (Aux/IAA) repressor proteins and the
AUXIN RESPONSE FACTOR (ARF) transcription factors. Recent structural analyses of ARFs and Aux/IAAs have raised questions about
the functional complexes driving auxin transcriptional responses.
To parse the nature and significance of ARF–DNA and ARF–Aux/IAA
interactions, we analyzed structure-guided variants of synthetic
auxin response circuits in the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Our analysis revealed that promoter architecture could specify
ARF activity and that ARF19 required dimerization at two distinct
domains for full transcriptional activation. In addition, monomeric
Aux/IAAs were able to repress ARF activity in both yeast and plants.
This systematic, quantitative structure-function analysis identified a
minimal complex—comprising a single Aux/IAA repressing a pair of
dimerized ARFs—sufficient for auxin-induced transcription.
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lmost every aspect of plant growth and development is
regulated by the small hormone auxin. Auxin nuclear response
is regulated by the interplay of AUXIN RESPONSE FACTOR
(ARF) transcription factors and AUXIN/INDOLE-3-ACETIC
ACID repressors (Aux/IAAs, hereafter referred to as IAAs).
Extensive genetic and biochemical studies have elucidated the
basic framework for auxin-regulated transcription: Auxin promotes ARF transcriptional activity by mediating IAA protein
degradation (1–3). Consolidating this generic framework with
the diversity of context-specific auxin responses, however, remains a major challenge. Across flowering plants, the large size
of the ARF and IAA protein families (4, 5) could provide
specificity through combinatorial ARF–IAA complex composition (6, 7). Even so, the coexpression of multiple ARFs and IAAs
in a cell and their numerous possible homo- and heterotypic
interactions have made it difficult to parse the nature of a
minimal auxin transcriptional complex.
ARFs and IAAs interact through a conserved C-terminal domain shared by most members of each family (8). This fold,
originally called the III/IV domain, has been reclassified as a
Phox and Bem1p (PB1) domain based on recent structural
studies of isolated domains from ARF5/MP and ARF7/NPH4 as
well as IAA17/AXR3 and PsIAA4 (9-12). Both ARF and IAA
PB1 domains fold into two oppositely charged faces (“head” and
“tail”) that mediate directional electrostatic interactions. In vitro,
isolated PB1 domains aggregate head-to-tail in large homotypic
clusters. The propensity of these proteins to aggregate in solution
has impeded in vitro characterization of ARFs and IAAs, and
crystallization of the PB1 domain required mutations in key interaction residues or optimization of pH conditions (9–12).
These structural insights have challenged the classic model of
auxin response where the PB1 domain facilitates a single binary
interaction (7). Thus, rather than a single IAA interaction with a
single ARF, the PB1 domain could mediate higher order complexes of ARFs and IAAs, further increasing the potential for
combinatorial complexity in auxin-regulated transcription. In addition, the PB1 domain allows ARF–ARF and IAA–IAA interactions in yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) and in vitro assays (13–15).
Although the functional relevance of these homotypic interactions
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is not well established, the potential for head-to-tail multimerization through the PB1 domain has led to revised auxin
signaling models that posit a role for IAA–IAA PB1 interactions
in repression (9) and ARF–ARF PB1 interactions in cooperative
DNA binding (10).
In addition to the interactions mediated by the C-terminal
PB1 domain, ARFs dimerize through an N-terminal domain
flanking the B3 DNA-binding motif (16). Dimerization through
this domain is critical for the DNA binding and in vivo function
of ARF5. The structure of the ARF5 DNA-binding domain
homodimer was solved bound to a short stretch of DNA containing inverted repeats of ARF-binding sites known as Auxin
Response Elements (AuxREs). This structure revealed that each
isolated DNA-binding domain contacted one of the AuxREs,
suggesting that spacing and orientation of AuxREs may contribute to the binding specificity of different ARF dimers. In vitro
DNA-binding studies supported this model, as DNA binding by
ARF1 and ARF5 was differentially sensitive to the number of
nucleotides between AuxREs (16).
These structural studies have raised several fundamental questions about the molecular basis of auxin signaling (7, 8, 17, 18).
For example, how does promoter architecture influence ARFbinding specificity? If ARFs are already forming obligate dimers
to bind DNA, what is the functional role of ARF–ARF PB1 interactions? Do IAAs compete with other ARFs for binding to
ARF PB1 domains? What role, if any, does the potential for PB1
oligomerization play in the function of ARFs or IAAs? In brief,
what is the composition of an auxin transcriptional complex?
We assayed structure-guided variants of synthetic auxin response circuits in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (19) to rigorously test
the molecular interactions driving auxin-regulated transcription.
Yeast auxin response circuits are user-defined circuits comprised
of select IAA, ARF, and promoter sequences, combined with
defined auxin input levels. These circuits allowed direct, quantitative assessment of the functional importance of homo- and
heterotypic interactions between auxin signaling components,
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inquiry, including recent structural studies, suggest that specificity
in auxin responses reflects differences in ARF–DNA interaction.
Using flow cytometry, we quantified the activity of a panel
of ARFs on the native Arabidopsis IAA19 promoter (pIAA19::
Venus) (Fig. 1A). No IAA repressor was present. The ARFs
assayed included five activator ARFs (ARF5, ARF6, ARF7,
ARF8, and ARF19) and a repressor ARF (ARF2). As observed
previously (19), ARF7 and ARF19 were effective activators of the
pIAA19::Venus reporter. Although pIAA19 has five AuxREs
within 300 nucleotides of the transcriptional start site, ARF8 was
the only other ARF tested that effectively activated Venus expression. ARF8 also negatively impacted yeast growth, making
further comparisons difficult.
To distinguish between differences in ARF activation strength
and differences in ARF affinity for different AuxRE configurations, we tested the same panel of ARFs against additional
synthetic promoters containing previously characterized AuxRE
arrays with variable number, spacing, and orientation of sites
(20). To limit influence from flanking sequences, promoter variants were generated within a mutated IAA19 promoter where all
of the native AuxREs were rendered nonfunctional (Fig. S1A).
Into this ARF-insensitive promoter, we introduced a pair of
inverted AuxRE repeats spaced by seven nucleotides used in the
ARF DNA-binding domain structural studies (16), as well as in
early biochemical assays (14). This sequence has historically been
called ER7 (20, 21), terminology we are retaining here for clarity.
Both ARF19 and ARF8 could activate the ER7-containing promoter to approximately half the extent of the native pIAA19 (Fig. 1A).
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Fig. 1. Promoter architecture can specify ARF activity. (A) ARFs are differentially active on native and synthetic promoters. Flow cytometry was used to
quantify the activity of ARF transcription factors on promoter variants with variable number, spacing, and orientation of binding sites. In each subpanel, yeast
strains contain the same Venus reporter construct and differ only by the ARF expressed (2, 5, 6, 8, 7, or 19). “0” indicates absence of an ARF transcription
factor. Vertical lines in the first reporter schematic indicate the location of an ARF-binding site (AuxRE) in the native IAA19 promoter. Subsequent panels
depict ARF activity when an ER7 or P3(2x) AuxRE variant is inserted at the A1 site in a pIAA19 reporter construct where all of the native AuxREs were mutated
(Fig. S1A). All ARFs tested are expressed in yeast at least as well as ARF19 (Fig. S1B). (B) ARF19 and ARF5 exhibit optimal activity when there are seven
nucleotides between a pair of AuxRE sites in an ER conformation or (C) DR conformation. When the number of tandem DR5 repeats is increased, all of the
activator ARFs exhibit measurable activity (Fig. S1C). The data are shown as median values, with black horizontal bars demarcating 95% confidence intervals
around the median.
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ARF7, ARF2, and ARF5, which has been shown to bind to this sequence in vitro (16), exhibited only minimal activity.
Next, we introduced tandem repeats of the P3 element [P3(2x)],
which has been used in both binding assays and transient expression studies (14, 21). Each P3 element is composed of an
ER7 sequence separated from an additional AuxRE site by three
nucleotides (Fig. 1A). ARF6 could modestly activate the P3(2x)
promoter, whereas it was inactive on the ER7 and pIAA19
variants. Introduction of the P3(2x) element also resulted in a
dramatic increase of ARF19 activity, more than double the activity
observed with the native pIAA19. In contrast, ARF7 showed
essentially the same level of activity on the P3(2x) promoter as
it had on the native pIAA19. Strikingly, ARF5 strongly activated the P3(2x)-containing promoter, despite exhibiting only
minimal activity on the native pIAA19 and ER7 variants.
To determine how the spacing between two binding sites influences ARF-specific activity, we varied the number of nucleotides between a pair of AuxREs in either an inverted repeat
(ER) or direct repeat (DR) conformation (Fig. 1 B and C). We
quantified activation by ARF19 and ARF5 on ER promoters
with five (ER5), seven (ER7), or nine (ER9) base pairs between
the two inverted AuxRE sites (Fig. 1B). Consistent with in vitro
DNA-binding studies (16), seven-nucleotide spacing between
repeats yielded optimal activity for both ARFs. The same trend
was observed when comparing ARF activity on DR promoters
containing three (DR3), five (DR5), or seven (DR7) base pairs
between two direct AuxRE repeats, although the DR7 reporter
had the highest background activity (Fig. 1C). Notably, the most
widely used auxin transcriptional reporter uses tandem AuxRE
repeats with five-nucleotide spacing (DR5) (22–24). When five
tandem DR5 repeats replaced the pIAA19 sequence upstream of
the mutated A1 site, all of the activator ARFs were active (Fig.
S1C). These results suggest that spacing differences alone are
unlikely to confer ARF specificity on a target gene. This interpretation is consistent with a recent genome-wide analysis that
found a dramatic impact of AuxRE orientation on the binding
preferences of ARF2 and ARF5 (25). Seven bases may be the
optimal spacing for ARF DNA binding and activity, as this
spacing results in minimal DNA torsion or changes in protein
conformation (16).

while eliminating confounding factors such as feedback or interference by other pathways. Using this system, we demonstrated
that ARF activity could be specified by the configuration of binding
sites in synthetic promoters. We also found that dimerization in the
ARF PB1 domain contributes to the stability of DNA binding. In
contrast, we found no evidence to support a significant role for
IAA–IAA dimerization in either the rate of their auxin-induced
degradation or their effectiveness as repressors.

ARFs Activate as Dimers. We next assessed the impact of ARF
homotypic interactions on transcriptional activity. To maximize
the sensitivity of these assays, we focused on the most active
ARF-promoter combination: ARF19 and the P3(2x)::Venus reporter. To begin this analysis, we confirmed that ARF19 activity
required the homologous residues identified as critical for ARF5
DNA binding (DB) and N-terminal dimerization (DD) in the
DNA-binding domain (16). As expected from the ARF5 data,
the H138A (db1) and R188A (db2) DNA-binding mutations
resulted in the total loss of ARF19 activity (Fig. 2A and Table
S1). G247I (dd1), which caused the most severe disruption of
dimerization in ARF5, resulted in an almost complete loss of
ARF19 activation activity. The A250N (dd2) and A255N (dd3)
mutations retained modest levels of ARF19 activity, consistent
with the observation that these mutations do not completely
disrupt ARF5 dimerization in the DNA-binding domain (16).
Next, we probed the impact of PB1 interactions on ARF19
activity. To do this, we engineered homologous mutations into
ARF19 that were previously shown to compromise one or both
PB1 interaction surfaces in ARF7 (9). Specifically, we generated
the following ARF19 variants: K962A (k), to disrupt the positively
charged face (head); a double mutation D1012A and D1016A in
the OPCA motif (o), to disrupt the negatively charged face (tail);
and all three mutations in combination, to disrupt interactions
at both faces (ok) (Fig. 2A and Table S1). Each PB1 mutant
expressed on its own lacks a complementary interface required for
PB1 domain interactions. Each variant should therefore provide a
similar level of transcriptional activation, representing the efficacy
of an ARF19 PB1 monomer. Indeed, all variants exhibited similar
diminished activity on the P3(2x)::Venus reporter compared with
wild-type ARF19 (Fig. 2A). Early in vitro studies using truncated
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Fig. 2. ARFs activate as dimers. (A) ARF19 requires an intact PB1 domain for
full activity. Activation of the P3(2x)::Venus fluorescent reporter by ARF19
variants in yeast was measured using flow cytometry. The data are shown as
median values, with black horizontal bars demarcating 95% confidence intervals around the median. DB, DNA binding; DD, dimerization domain; MR,
middle region; PB1, C-terminal interaction domain. See Table S1 for specific
residues that were mutated in each domain. The diminished activity of the
db1, dd1, and ok ARF19 mutant variants is not due to decreased protein
levels (Fig. S2A). (B) PB1 mutations decrease DNA binding by ARF19. A ChIP
assay was performed on 4×FLAG-ARF19 WT, double PB1 (ok), and DNAbinding mutant (db1) at the P3(2x) locus. Results from three independent
replicates are shown normalized to the enrichment of the wild-type ARF19.
Error bars represent SE. Relative activity of FLAG-tagged ARFs was similar to
untagged strains (Fig. S2B). (C) Activity of ARF19 single PB1 mutants is rescued
by coexpressing mutants with complementary interfaces to allow dimerization
in the PB1 domain (D = k + o). The data are shown as median values, with black
horizontal bars demarcating 95% confidence intervals around the median.
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ARFs indicated that PB1 interactions might be required to stabilize ARF binding to DNA (14). We hypothesized that the observed
reduction in transcriptional activation by ARF19 PB1 mutants
might reflect reduced binding to the P3(2x) promoter. Chromatin
immunoprecipitation assays supported this interpretation (Fig. 2B
and Fig. S2B). ARF19 DNA binding was significantly reduced
when the PB1 domain was mutated, although this reduced binding
was still substantially stronger than what was observed when the
DNA-binding domain was mutated.
The multimerization potential of the PB1 domain has led to
speculation about the composition of the minimal complex required for ARF action. Although ARF19 PB1 monomers showed
a significant reduction of activity, we wanted to test the activation
potential of ARFs limited to dimers. To do this, we compared
expression of the P3(2x)::Venus reporter in yeast expressing wildtype ARF19, either the o or k mutants, or a circuit containing both
a k and o variant (Fig. 2C). We expected that wild-type ARF19 had
the capacity to form dimers or higher order complexes, whereas o
or k mutants could only dimerize within the DNA-binding domain.
In contrast, a mixed k and o population could dimerize in the
DNA-binding domain and form only a single (dimer) interaction
through the PB1 domain. Notably, this reconstituted PB1 dimer
was a more effective activator than the monomeric PB1 mutants
(Fig. 2C). Thus, dimerization at both N and C termini contributes
to optimal DNA binding and activity of ARF19.
IAAs Can Function as Monomers. Continuing upstream in auxin
response, we sought to examine the functional consequences of
limiting IAA PB1 domain interactions. Because the primary functional attribute of the IAA PB1 domain is interaction with an ARF,
repression of ARF activity by the IAA is the most straightforward
output of this interaction. In a yeast auxin response circuit, where
only a single ARF and IAA were expressed, we could directly
measure the impact of each PB1 face on IAA repression. An
N-terminal fusion of the first 300 amino acids of the TOPLESS
(TPL) corepressor to IAA3/SHY2 (TPLN300:IAA3) strongly repressed ARF19 activity in a PB1-dependent manner (Fig. 3A).
Mutations on both PB1 interaction surfaces of IAA3 (ok) showed a
loss of repression similar to a complete PB1 deletion (ΔPB1). The
single interface PB1 IAA mutants (k and o) maintain repression of
ARF19, albeit with reduced strength. Similar results were observed
for TPLN300:IAA14/SLR and TPLN300:IAA7/AXR2 (Fig. S3).
To further refine the functional stoichiometry of ARF–IAA
complexes, we assayed IAA repression strength when the PB1mediated interaction potential of both the IAA and ARF partner
were limited. TPLN300:IAA3 single PB1 mutants repressed almost as well as wild-type TPLN300:IAA3 when coexpressed with
an ARF19 PB1 mutant with a complementary interaction surface
[Fig. 3B; TPLN300:IAA3 ojARF19 k (red); TPLN300:IAA3
k jARF19 o (blue)]. TPLN300:IAA3 k mutants were less effective repressors than TPLN300:IAA3 o mutants in circuits where
PB1 domains of ARF19 could self-dimerize (green), similar to
what was seen in wild-type ARF19 circuits. This difference suggests that although a single face is sufficient for repression, the
positive (K) IAA3 PB1 interface may be the preferred surface for
heterodimerization with ARF19.
Although a single PB1 interface is sufficient for ARF–IAA
interaction in Y2H and in vitro assays (9–12), there is conflicting
evidence for whether this limited interaction is sufficient for repression in planta (9, 10). To test if an IAA with a single PB1
interface was also capable of mediating repression in plants, we
transformed Arabidopsis seedlings with single and double PB1
mutants of a stabilized form of IAA14/SLR (Fig. 3C). We chose to
test slr because of the striking solitary root phenotype for which it
was named (26). We and others have previously demonstrated
that pIAA14::slr transgenic plants largely recapitulate the phenotype of the slr mutant where the initiation of nearly all lateral
roots is inhibited (27, 28). We reasoned that a loss of repression
Pierre-Jerome et al.
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Fig. 3. IAAs can function as monomers. (A) Repression of ARF19 activity on
the P3(2x)::Venus reporter by IAA3 fused to TPLN300. Single PB1 mutants (k
and o) maintain the ability to repress, whereas the double mutant (ok) exhibits a loss of repression equal to the deletion of the PB1 domain (light
gray) or absence of IAA3 (white). Similar results were observed for TPLN300:
IAA7 and TPLN300:IAA14 (Fig. S3). The data are shown as median values, with
black horizontal bars demarcating 95% confidence intervals around the
median. (B) TPLN300:IAA3 single PB1 mutants (k and o) can repress ARF19 PB1
monomers and dimers. Mutation of the k PB1 interface reduces the repressive
capability of TPLN300:IAA3 on the activity of an ARF19 PB1 dimer. The data
are shown as median values, with black horizontal bars demarcating 95%
confidence intervals around the median. (C) Single PB1 slr mutants (k and o)
maintain the ability to repress ARF activity in plants. Lateral root density
(number of lateral roots per millimeter primary root length) was measured in
pIAA14::slr PB1 mutant lines. Approximately 20 individuals per line were
measured, and the distributions of multiple T2 lines for each genotype are
shown. White diamonds mark the mean and the black horizontal line indicates the median root density for each genotype. (D) Relief of TPLN300:IAA3
and TPLN300:IAA14-mediated repression in response to auxin treatment.
Auxin responsiveness of TPLN300:IAA single PB1 mutants (k and o) differs
between IAAs. Yeast strains were imaged at 100× magnification with a Leica
fluorescence microscope 4 h after exposing to either an auxin (10 μM) or
mock (95% EtOH) treatment. Flow cytometry was also used to quantify
fluorescence (Fig. S3).

could be quantified by the number of lateral roots formed by
slr PB1 mutant transgenic plants. As expected, transgenic lines
expressing slr double PB1 (ok) mutants exhibited similar lateral
root densities (number of lateral roots per millimeter of primary
root) as those expressing a wild-type IAA14, indicating a loss of
the dominant negative solitary root phenotype (Fig. 3C). In contrast, multiple independent lines expressing slr single PB1 mutants
(k or o) exhibited a significant decrease in lateral root density.
Expression levels of the transgene in multiple lines were measured
Pierre-Jerome et al.

by quantitative PCR (qPCR) and had no correlation with lateral
root density (Fig. S4). These results are consistent with our observations in yeast: A single IAA PB1 interface retains the capacity
to repress ARF activation.
ARF–IAA Affinity Tunes Auxin Sensitivity. In previous work, we
demonstrated the importance of auxin-induced IAA degradation
rate in tuning cellular sensitivity to auxin (19, 28, 29). In circuits
containing only an IAA and AFB receptor, IAA–IAA PB1 interactions had modest or no influence on IAA degradation rates
(Fig. S5A). This result is consistent with in vitro assays indicating
that IAAs have only weak affinity for homotypic PB1 interactions compared with the strength of heterotypic interactions with
ARF PB1 domains (11). At low levels of auxin, we observed a
modest slowing of WT IAA degradation rate when ARF19 was
coexpressed (Fig. S5A). Thus, the IAA PB1 domain appears to
primarily mediate interaction with an ARF.
The modest reduction of repression strength in single IAA
PB1 mutants was likely a result of a decrease in ARF affinity. We
found that we could visualize the relative affinity of the IAA3
PB1 mutant constructs for ARF19 by tracking their cellular localization (Fig. S6). When expressed alone, fluorescence of YFPIAA3 was diffuse throughout the cell, whereas the coexpression
of ARF19 strongly enhanced nuclear localization. In contrast,
localization of YFP-IAA3 single and double PB1 mutants
remained diffuse even in the presence of ARF19. These results
suggest a marked decrease in ARF interaction with just a single
IAA PB1 mutation.
Effective auxin signaling requires a sensitive balance between
the strength of IAA interactions with ARFs and with auxin
receptors. One measure of this balance is the ease with which
repression can be reversed following auxin exposure. We previously demonstrated that only repression by TPLN100:IAA fusions can be relieved by auxin, whereas TPLN300:IAA repression
seems to be insensitive to auxin treatment (19). However, even
the single interface TPLN100:IAA3 PB1 mutants (k and o) could
not repress ARF19 activity (Fig. S7A), impeding our ability to
assay auxin response dynamics. Because expression levels of the
TPLN300 and TPLN100 fusions are not correlated with their
ability to repress (Fig. S7B), the difference in the sensitivity of
repression activity to PB1 mutations may reflect different modes
of repression enacted by the different TPL truncations. A recent
structure of the N-terminal portion of TPL suggests that this
result likely reflects the loss of a second TPL dimerization domain
in the N100 fragment (30).
As an alternative, we used yeast expressing TPLN300:IAAs to
test whether loss of ARF affinity resulting from mutations in a
single surface of the IAA PB1 domain could increase auxin
sensitivity. Indeed, auxin could relieve repression of TPLN300:
IAA k or o mutants (Fig. 3D and Fig. S3A), whereas repression
was maintained when TPLN300 was fused to a wild-type IAA.
Notably, although the o and k mutations in TPLN300:IAA3 were
both moderately auxin-sensitive, there was a marked contrast in
the auxin response of the TPLN300:IAA14 single PB1 mutants
(Fig. 3D). The TPLN300:IAA14 k variant was quite sensitive to
auxin, resulting in an almost total reversal of repression, whereas
the strain expressing the TPLN300:IAA14 o variant exhibited
only a modest response to auxin. TPLN300:IAA7 PB1variants
followed a similar pattern of auxin response as those observed
for TPLN300:IAA14 (Fig. S3B). Taken together, our results indicate that although a single IAA PB1 face results in diminished
ARF affinity, it is still sufficient for repression.

Discussion
To understand plants, one must understand auxin. The simple
structure of the nuclear auxin signaling pathway, and its reliance
on highly conserved and modular aspects of eukaryotic biology,
has enabled remarkable progress toward this ambitious goal (31).
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Synthetic auxin response circuits in yeast have made it possible
to quantitatively and systematically analyze the requirements for
auxin response. In this process, we have validated some of the
predicted structure–function connections, called others into question, and defined the functional roles of various molecular interactions driving auxin-regulated transcription (Fig. 4).
Promoter architecture, particularly the number and orientation
of AuxREs, strongly influences ARF activation potential. With the
exception of ARF8, which led to growth defects in yeast, ARF19
was the only ARF active across all promoter variants. ARF6 and
ARF7 were weaker activators in general, whereas ARF5 activity
varied considerably with changes in binding-site configuration.
The low basal activity of the promoter variants made it difficult to
discern any repressive activity of ARF2. Nonetheless, the specific
activities we observed for the activator ARFs demonstrate the
utility of this system for probing the role of promoter architecture
on ARF function. Identification of repressible promoters as well
as the coexpression of more than one ARF (i.e., activator and
repressor) may lend new insight into repressor ARFs and the
functionality of mixed ARF complexes.
Effective activation by ARF19 requires dimerization in both
the N-terminal DNA-binding domain and the C-terminal PB1
domain. Our data support a model where an ARF dimer has
contacts at both termini (Fig. 4A). The flexibility of ARF binding
to direct or inverted repeats suggests that binding-site orientation may drive differential conformation of the flexible middle
region (Fig. 4B), potentially leading to the recruitment of specific
coactivators (32, 33). Secondary contacts in the PB1 domain
could serve to stabilize the conformation of the middle region
following DNA binding. Notably, both bHLH and MYB transcription factors have been shown to interact with ARFs through
the PB1 domain (34, 35). Coupled with proximal binding sites to
the ARFs (36–38), PB1-mediated interactions between an ARF
and another transcription factor may provide the same or further
enhanced DNA binding as what we observed in ARF–ARF PB1driven dimers. This would account for ARF binding of single
AuxRE sites as well as the integration of regulatory control from
other signaling pathways.
The potential for oligomerization via both the ARF and IAA
PB1 domains has challenged the classic model of auxin signaling
where the PB1 domain mediates a single binary interaction. Our
data indicate that the ARFs can activate effectively as dimers but
do not rule out the possibility that the PB1 domain could mediate
higher order complex formation on more complex promoters. On
the other hand, the current study provides strong evidence that
IAAs can function as monomers (Fig. 4C). We have demonstrated
in both yeast and plants that an IAA with a single PB1 interface
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can repress ARF activity, despite the associated decrease in affinity for the ARF. Our assays also detected a potential face
preference in the PB1 interaction between ARFs and IAAs, a
quality that may be dependent on specific ARF–IAA pairs. The
differential auxin sensitivity of single PB1 mutants in different
IAAs may therefore be indicative of basal differences in affinity
for ARF19. Similar reasoning could account for the seemingly
contradictory data from previous in planta repression assays (9,
10). Some IAAs may have such low basal affinity for one or more
ARFs that any further compromise of this interaction potential
through a PB1 mutation renders them poor competitors for wildtype IAAs expressed in the same cells.
Because our yeast assays rely on a TPL fusion for repression,
repression strength is primarily a proxy for ARF–IAA interaction strength. Although a TPL:IAA fusion is somewhat artificial in nature, repression in our system is dependent on the
PB1 domain to mediate an IAA–ARF interaction. Moreover, the
close correspondence of our yeast and plant data indicates that
TPL recruitment in planta is not impacted by PB1 mutations in
the IAA. Although our studies have shed new light on the nature of
IAA–ARF interactions, the mechanistic details of IAA-mediated
repression remain elusive. The requirement for a TPL:IAA fusion
in yeast, along with the differences in strength and auxin reversibility of TPLN300 and TPLN100 repression, highlight key
gaps in our knowledge around TPL recruitment and action. TPL
recruitment and its own multimerization could stabilize ARF–
IAA interactions, which would explain why IAAs expressed
without TPL fusions are poor repressors in yeast. It is also possible that binding of the IAA to the ARF could lead to conformational changes in the flexible middle region of the ARF that
blocks recruitment of coactivators (33, 39) or changes the
module composition of core transcriptional machinery like the
Mediator complex (40). Phosphorylation of the middle region in
ARF7 and ARF19 has been shown to inhibit IAA interaction
(41), indicating that signal integration from other pathways may
take advantage of a link between an IAA interaction and the
activity of the ARF middle region.
The nuclear auxin response pathway is a robust and tunable
circuit that underlies almost every aspect of plant growth and
development. It is becoming ever more apparent, however, that
auxin does not work alone. Our work ex situ has demonstrated
the baseline for auxin response at the molecular level, which can
now be used as a breadboard for testing additional layers of
regulation and integration with other signaling pathways. In
addition, a wealth of transcriptome data (42, 43) can now be
used to generate hypotheses about the likelihood of binding by
a specific ARF through integration of cell type-specific expression

DR5
TGTCTC CCTTT TGTCTC

DR5
TGTCTC CCTTT TGTCTC

Fig. 4. Key molecular interactions of an auxin transcriptional complex. (A) ARFs (blue) dimerize in both the N-terminal dimerization domain (DD) and the PB1
domain for robust transcriptional activation. Secondary interactions in the PB1 domain stabilize an ARF dimer on the DNA. DB, DNA binding; DD, dimerization
domain; MR, middle region; PB1, C-terminal interaction domain. (B) Spacing and orientation of ARF-binding sites may drive conformation of the flexible
middle region (MR) upon DNA binding. PB1 interactions likely lock this conformation into place to create binding pockets for specific coactivators. (C) A
monomeric IAA (green) can repress ARF activity. The decrease in ARF affinity when a single PB1 face is mutated suggests that an IAA optimally interacts with
ARF dimers through both PB1 interfaces. It is possible that the IAA PB1 domain is sandwiched between the PB1 domains of an ARF dimer, creating a scaffold
for the recruitment of repression machinery.
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See SI Materials and Methods for detailed descriptions of plasmid and yeast
strain construction, flow cytometry assays, fluorescent microscopy, Western
and ChIP assays, qPCR, and the generation and phenotyping of transgenic
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Arabidopsis. See Tables S2 and S3 for yeast strains and oligos used in
this study.
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maps of auxin signaling components (44) and binding-site preferences from protein binding arrays (16). Yeast auxin response
circuits provide a resource to rapidly test these hypotheses and
inform experimental designs in planta. By integrating studies in
plants, in vitro, in silico, and ex situ we can uncover how evolution
has tinkered with the auxin nuclear pathway to accommodate
innovations in plant life.

